
Catch Me If You Love Me

Chapter 21
The little guy is wearing a cartoon nightdress, holding a plush rabbit in his arms, and is
sitting on the sofa in the living room watching cartoons.

Seeing Zoey Gu, he immediately jumped off the sofa, and ran to Zoey Gu’s all the way
“dongdongdongdong”, “I know you, you are the auntie that day.”

To the big black and transparent eyes, Zoey Gu felt a little closer in his heart.

“It’s me.” Zoey Gu felt guilty when thinking about the fact that she was almost taken
away by a trafficker that day. “Sorry, I scared you that day.”

The little guy shook his head.

“No. Alina Yin later figured it out clearly, Auntie, you were to save me that day, you are
not a bad person, I like you!”

“Like me?” Zoey Gu suddenly felt funny.

She held her shoes in one hand, her heels were worn, her skirts and calves were
covered with splashes of mud, and her hair and back were wet with sweat. She is so
embarrassed, what is there to like?

“Yes, I like you. And our eyes look like here, don’t they?” The little guy stared at his dark
eyes, raised his finger at the silkworm under his eyes, and said happily.

Zoey Gu smiled, and subconsciously bent over to look over.

“Don’t touch her.” Liam Lu’s voice passed through coldly.

He had already taken a shower, wearing a black bathrobe casually, showing his
honey-colored, firm chest, and the belt was loosely tied around his waist. Liam Lu is not
only cold, but very cold.

Especially when he looked at Zoey Gu, there was a heavy coldness and disgust in his
eyes. As if his daughter was touched by her, what an intolerable thing.

Zoey Gu suffocated, quickly retracted his hand, lowered his eyes and said softly, “I’m
sorry.”

Liam Lu glanced at her expressionlessly, looked down at Alina Yin, and his voice eased.



“It’s late Alina Yin, you should go back to your room to sleep.”

“Oh…”

The clever Alina Yin saw that her father’s face was wrong at a glance, looked at Zoey
Gu reluctantly, and turned upstairs obediently.

Liam Lu coldly told the servants around him until he heard the sound of closing the door.

“Take her to the shower and don’t let her stain my floor.”

Zoey Gu’s face turned pale, and the familiar feeling of suffocation and pain instantly
filled his body.

No matter when and where, in Liam Lu’s eyes, she was always so dirty.

After washing himself in and out countless times, Zoey Gu entered the study room on
the third floor under the guidance of the servant.

Just sitting down, something similar to a document was thrown in front of her.

Liam Lu was condescending and looked at her coldly.

“You just hope that I can let Gu’s family go. I can agree. But again, everything has to pay
a price.”

Zoey Gu looked down at the contents of the document, white and black, concise and
clean, but let her body coldly spread out in waves.

“Spent my whole life in exchange for the Gu family. I can’t get married and have children,
and can’t leave Berven City. Anytime, anywhere, if you want, I will send you to the door
to sleep for you?”

Zoey Gu stared at Liam Lu stubbornly, and the hands holding the file were shaking
violently.

“Liam Lu, are you trying to buy out my life and let me be your shameless mistress?”

Liam Lu sneered.

“Zoey Gu, you value yourself too much. Mistress, you don’t deserve it.”
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